Community-Police Relations:
Bridges Model
Preface
Gene Krebs, Coauthor, Bridges Across Every Divide

There are interwoven problems in many low-income
American communities. While no community is yet
perfect, there are certain places where tensions with law
enforcement are less. Why? What have they done?
In this short missive you will find some case studies
from folks who are active on the front lines of advocacy
in helping communities develop the tools to solve
their problems by using the Bridges Out of Poverty
model, which is based on the book A Framework For
Understanding Poverty by Dr. Ruby Payne. Bridges is a
very organic, bottom-up, grassroots-driven process, and
it will look diﬀerent in every community as it responds
to the needs of every community. That is because it
respects the voices of all three classes, but for the
first time in many communities, it encourages those
most impacted, the poor and working poor, to have a
real voice in developing solutions. This process is not
folks sitting around speculating what life is like in poor
neighborhoods based on census data; Bridges is based
on the input of the people who live this every day.
We will also inform you of the basic concepts of
Bridges with a message from one of the founders of the
movement, Phil DeVol. Since it is condensed down to

just a few pages, there may be gaps; if you are interested
in a fuller explanation, there are also books, audiobooks,
and YouTube videos available. Bridges is a very
adaptable method that is being used not just in poverty
amelioration, but spontaneously has been developed and
applied to (in part): felons being released from prison,
women who have been victims of sex traﬃcking, social
service agencies, first-generation college students from
low-income backgrounds, workforce development,
many educational venues, and healthcare plus policy
development. Bridges is also being adapted by folks on
the ground where it is needed around the topic of this
paper: community-police relations.
Finally, we will make direct appeals for certain actions
by the leadership in your city, county, state, and indeed,
even nationally. We will avoid using the dreaded phrase
“should promote and support” found in so many white
papers by esteemed think tanks and consultants and will
give you concrete steps to take.
Thank you for taking the time to read this, and if you
want further information, the people involved have their
contact information at the end of this missive.
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How You Can Have Better Results: Lucas County Ohio
Angel Tucker, Oregon, Ohio, City Police Department

On July 28, 2018, 25-year-old Lamar Richardson was
shot and killed by two Toledo Police SWAT oﬃcers at
the corner of Lagrange Street and Hudson Street. As
news of his death circulated, angry crowds emerged,
and social media became flooded with details from
multiple sources in the neighborhood. A number of
those details reported the shooting of an unarmed man,
and other accounts reported Richardson was on his
knees with his hands up as oﬃcers fatally shot him.
During an interview with one of the witnesses, it was
stated that a man and his 8-year-old son saw the events
unfold firsthand. They both indicated that Richardson
was on his knees and pleading with oﬃcers for his life
before he was gunned down.
Upon hearing the testimony from this father and son,
social media caught fire, and Lagrange Street and
Hudson Street were flooded with angry members
of the community. Understandably, the crowd was
overwhelmed with emotions and demanding answers
from the Toledo Police Department. As an underresourced neighborhood with a historically strained and
tense relationship with law enforcement, the crowd’s
reaction was escalating. There were violent outbursts,
threats made, and some even poured beverages and spat
on oﬃcers. Instead of reacting, Toledo oﬃcers stood
their ground, held their composure, and maintained the
crime scene perimeter.
It was not the first time an incident of this nature had
occurred, but it was the first time I saw it handled as
such. Oﬃcers did not don their normal riot gear, and
in fact, there were no shields, batons, or gas masks.
Furthermore, there was no sign of police dogs or
tactical teams, which are typical under circumstances
of unrest and unpredictability. Instead, the grandmother
of Richardson was walked past oﬃcers, the crime
scene tape, and the cloth that concealed his body. She
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was addressed by the chief of police and informed of
the events surrounding her grandson’s death. She was
consoled with sincerity and sent back out into the
crowd. A handful of oﬃcers broke rank to oﬀer hugs to
members of the crowd, and some of those oﬀers were
accepted. A short time after, Chief Kral of the Toledo
Police Department released the dash camera footage
during a press conference with the Mayor.
The footage revealed Richardson running from oﬃcers,
and at some point, he was spotted out in the open and
confronted by them. Richardson is then seen removing
a firearm from his waistband as he turns toward oﬃcers.
Oﬃcers ordered Richardson to drop the gun, but he does
not comply. Richardson continues to carry his weapon
at a low ready position. As Richardson turned away
oﬃcers fired, and Lamar Richardson was pronounced
dead.
On July 29, 2018, the following day in the same
community, a block party that had already been planned
was in progress. Just 24 hours prior, that same community
was on the brink of rioting. Local news crews arrived
to measure the temperature of the community, and as
interviews began, the reaction was not what the news
crews expected.
In a community that just condemned, threatened, and
spoke out against Toledo police, there was a complete
180-degree turnaround. The people interviewed stated
that the police did a great job. Some stated, “The police
have to do their job.” The overall response was positive.
Not satisfied, the news media asked the interviewees
to talk more about the outrage they felt toward law
enforcement. When the people being interviewed
refused, the news tried to probe further, but the
community members still refused to speak negatively
about the Toledo Police Department.
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On that day, it appeared that law enforcement had
the endorsement of the community. What created this
opportunity? The answer is great leadership and great
training. The training I am referring to is Tactical
Communication. On May 15, 2018, Chief Kral, along
with several other command oﬃcials from surrounding
agencies, was introduced to Tactical Communication.
Chief Kral was so impressed with the training that he
was quoted in the Toledo Blade saying he wants all his
oﬃcers trained in Tactical Communication.
An extension of Bridges Out of Poverty, Tactical
Communication is a unique and innovative professional
development training geared toward first responders.
The goal of the training is to provide a framework for
first responders that encourages them to refrain from
assessing communities based on race, religion, and/or
other beliefs. Rather, Tactical Communication breaks
down communities based on the socioeconomic class
of a given community: wealth, middle class, and underresourced.
While we must acknowledge intersections of race,
religion, and other factors alike, on a much larger
scale, it is most critical to understand how to serve a
community based on its socioeconomic designation.
Most people will fall in line with the hidden rules,
language structures, and mental models of their
economic status, and Tactical Communication teaches
first responders all this critical information. In addition,
this training provides participants with a strategy for
implementation on an individual, community, and
organizational level. Tactical Communication creates
opportunities for first responders to better understand
their entire community. It creates the opportunity to
build relationships, improve trust, reduce complaints,
decrease physical encounters, and improve the safety
of first responders, along with the safety of community
members. Most of all, it saves lives.
In 2017 my wife attended a Bridges Out of Poverty
training. It had such a profound impact on her that she
took it a second time. After each training, her passion
and excitement about this newly learned concept was a

topic of many conversations. She attempted to explain
this “amazing experience” during a 45-minute dinner,
and finally, she told me that she was taking it a third
time and I was going with her.
Once the training began, we were instructed to partner
with someone for an icebreaker activity. There was an
odd number of attendees in the training, so I was paired
with the facilitator, Stephen MacDonald. Stephen asked
me about my background, and I informed him that I
grew up in one of the most impoverished and violent
areas in the city. He asked me about my career, and
I informed him that I was the first and only African
American oﬃcer at the Oregon Police Department.
He then asked me about my goal, and I advised him
that I wanted to build a bridge of understanding and
information between the community I grew up in and
law enforcement.
Before I knew it, he was recruiting me to become an
instructor. When he asked, I looked at my wife, and she
said, “Yes, he will do it,” so I said, “Yes, I will do it.” I
asked Stephen about the target audience he envisioned
me training, and he said first responders. I chuckled
and told him that he would never get law enforcement
personnel to sign up for a training called Bridges Out of
Poverty. That is when he told me there was a training
designed specifically for first responders called Tactical
Communication.
One thing I know as a veteran oﬃcer and a former SWAT
operator is that if you paint it black or call it tactical,
first responders are all over it. I asked Stephen what
we needed to do to get the process moving. Stephen
suggested that we get an executive overview and oneday training session put together. He then challenged
me to get as many rule-makers and shot-callers together
for the training as possible. A few months later, funding
was secured, the training was scheduled, and chiefs,
county commissioners, city administrators, and others
arrived as planned. The training was a huge success.
However, not one person in the room that day could
have predicted that six weeks later this training would
be put to the ultimate test.
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Upon watching events unfold on July 28, 2018, I grew
curious as to whether Tactical Communication played
a role in any decisions made that day by Chief Kral. I
asked my chief, Michael Navarre, to reach out to Chief
Kral and ask if he leveraged what he learned in Tactical
Communication to assist him in his decisions. It took
about one hour before Chief Navarre contacted me to
tell me Chief Kral said yes, Tactical Communication
did play a role in his process. I asked for permission to
quote him, and he also said yes.
Since then, my passion for teaching Tactical
Communication has gone to the next level. I truly
believe this can and will save lives, reduce conflict, and
improve relationships. I have taught several courses in
Lucas County. I have traveled to several other states,
and each time, they have received this training with
praise and enthusiasm. Most recently, I submitted a
request to teach Tactical Communication at the 2020
Ohio Tactical Oﬃcer Association (OTOA) conference.
This is a weeklong conference and is also the largest
conference of its kind in the United States. Some
oﬃcers even travel from other countries to attend. The
conference is held in Sandusky, Ohio, and hosts more
than 1,500 oﬃcers. Due to the size and how sought-after
the OTOA conference is, it is very diﬃcult to obtain a
teaching slot. The conference is mostly geared towards
SWAT and other specialty oﬃcers. A large amount of
the courses are physical, live-action, and hands-on.
Speaking-based courses rarely appeal to this crowd, and
due to this, I requested only one day to present.
I was instructed to send in my application, credentials,
certifications, and a description of the course. I did so,
and for two months I waited for a response. I eventually
gave up hope and began to refocus on local training,
but another week went by, and I received a phone call.
It was the head of the OTOA. He told me he reviewed
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my packet and wanted to know if I would be willing to
teach Tactical Communication for three days instead of
one, which presented an excellent opportunity.
The goal is to expand Tactical Communication and
get this information out to our police, fire, EMS, and
other first-response agencies. Amid national calls for
police reform, it is imperative that we provide training
to oﬃcers that has proven demonstrably successful. It
is also critical to have an instructor who can articulate
how to bridge the gap between these agencies and
our communities. This training is relatable to all. It
is inclusive and can easily be implemented through
strategies discussed in the training. It can help an
individual oﬃcer on the road but can also help an
entire law enforcement agency implement policies
and best practices that will keep their oﬃcers and
community members safe. It provides a framework
for understanding people and developing meaningful
relationships that will help a community thrive. If we
could implement this training on a statewide or national
scale, it would be transformational.
Angel Tucker’s Credentials and Certificates
 OPOTA Certified Blue Courage Instructor
 OPOTA Certified in Instructional Skills
 Certified Tactical Communication Facilitator
 Certified Bridges Out of Poverty Facilitator
 Crisis Intervention Certification
 2012 Merit Commendation
 2013 Merit Commendation
 2014 Oﬃcer of the Year Nominee
 2020 Rising Phoenix Awardee
 2020 Lucas County Mental Health Board Oﬃcer
of the Year
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My Journey with aha! Process
Michelle McGregor, President/CEO, First Ward Community Service, Saginaw, Michigan

Back in 2013, I was introduced to A Framework for
Understanding Poverty by a staﬀ member who had read
the book. After reading the book, the hidden rules and
the impact on children in poverty resonated with me,
and thus my journey began. In late 2015, I decided to
learn how to implement the constructs of Bridges Out
of Poverty in my organization, as well as implement
the strategies for learning in our after-school program.
Between 2017 and 2019, I became a certified trainer
in Bridges Out of Poverty, Getting Ahead in a JustGettin’-By World, Getting Ahead While Getting Out,
Getting Ahead in the Workplace, The R Rules, and A
Framework for Understanding Poverty.
As I shared the work of these trainings with my board
members and staﬀ, in 2018 a board member, two
staﬀ members, and one community leader attended
the Addressing the Challenges of Poverty national
conference to experience aha! Process in action. After
the conference, I began sharing the constructs of the
Bridges model in community meetings, and then a
phone call came from Lt. David Kendziorski of the
Saginaw Police Department. Lt. David and I met, and
he took the book to read for himself. Three weeks later,
Lt. David and I met again, and he began to express how
the book challenged and impacted him and how he
shared the information with his wife and daughters. Lt.
David asked if I could facilitate Bridges Out of Poverty
training for the oﬃcers and lay staﬀ of the Saginaw
Police Department, and they would fund the entire
training. I asked Lt. David for permission to invite
community organizations, businesses, and individuals
to join the Bridges workshop for an opportunity to learn
from the public and law enforcement while exploring the
constructs of Bridges Out of Poverty. To date, Bridges
Out of Poverty has been introduced to more than 210
individuals in two police departments and more than 25
diﬀerent community agencies.

At the 2019 national conference, I had the opportunity
to meet and attend a session presented by Oﬃcer Angel
Tucker. I later attended a Tactical Communication
training in Lucas County, Ohio. After attending the
Tactical Communication presentation, I was invited to
share Tactical Communication/Bridges Out of Poverty to
Advocates and Leaders for Police and Community Trust
(ALPACT ), a 20-year-old voluntary group coordinated
and facilitated by The Michigan Roundtable for
Diversity and Inclusion, consisting of law enforcement,
community, advocacy, civil rights leaders, and
representatives dedicated to the mission of ALPACT.
The video links provided by Oﬃcer Tucker of the police
shooting in Toledo, Ohio, reinforced the credibility
of Tactical Communication with the ALPACT group,
and the comments sparked more conversation around
others being introduced to Bridges Out of Poverty and
Tactical Communication. In light of the tragic death of
George Floyd by police, many conversations began,
as well as the investigation of policies and trainings of
police oﬃcers. On June 5 the Saginaw ALPACT group
hosted a press conference sharing with the community
the ongoing eﬀorts between the community and law
enforcement. During the press conference, Police Chief
Bob Ruth of the Saginaw Police Department shared
the positive impact the Bridges Out of Poverty training
had on his department, and he recommended Bridges
Out of Poverty for other police departments in our area.
On July 3, 2020, I presented a Bridges Out of Poverty/
Tactical Communication workshop to new hires of the
Saginaw Police Department. I have suggested Tactical
Communication become a part of the police academy.
While working with the local police department,
Vanessa Guerra, state representative of the 95th
district, shared her experience of the Bridges Out of
Poverty training while speaking about poverty and law
enforcement at a town hall meeting with the NAACP
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and Michigan’s attorney general, Dana Nessel. Lastly,
United Way of Saginaw County has adopted the Bridges
Out of Poverty constructs to lead the way to help 5,000
families in asset limited constraint employed (ALICE)
populations. United Way has taken the lead in hosting
conversations and planning sessions to create a Bridges
community in Saginaw County.

I am truly excited about the work being done in our
community surrounding Bridges Out of Poverty and
Getting Ahead in a Just-Gettin’-By World. I am of
great hope, and as more develops, I will share with the
various Bridges communities.

Muskogee, Oklahoma: Long-Time Leadership in Reform
Treasure McKenzie, Director, Muskogee Bridges Out of Poverty

Muskogee, Oklahoma, population 40,000, has been
challenged with racial and income disparity in criminal
justice and healthcare for years. Muskogee Bridges Out
of Poverty held Tactical Communication training for the
Muskogee Police Department and Emergency Medical
Services in March 2017.
This training was invaluable to the community policing
program and was proven even more so when an oﬃcer
involved shooting could have ignited significant unrest.
The Muskogee Area Ministerial Alliance partnered with
the local police department to visit with the families
involved in the incident to prevent an uprising prior to
the release of police body camera footage. Relationships
played a key role in the fact that this awful situation
did not become a national news event in the wake of
the police shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson,
Missouri.
One medic stated that the Tactical Communication
training made him better at this job. He learned that
when he arrives on a scene, if an oﬃcer has been
barking orders, the result will be a person in poverty
shutting down. The training emphasized the importance
of creating relationships, sometimes quickly. Now he
works together with the oﬃcer to create a relationship
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because they are on the same page. He also now
understands that when he goes on a call in the country
club neighborhood, he is simply providing a service and
nothing more. He understands that it is a diﬀerent kind
of relationship, and he no longer resents them for it.
A graduate of the Bridges anti-poverty program known
as Getting Ahead in a Just-Gettin’-By World called
the Bridges oﬃce, saying that her house had been
robbed and she was afraid to call law enforcement; the
Bridges staﬀ called the police for her. In this case, a
Hispanic Bridges success coach also helped with the
language barrier. Since the Getting Ahead graduate’s
four children were fearful of the police, and thanks to
the Tactical Communication training, the second oﬃcer
on the scene sat down in the yard and began playing
with the kids. While consoling them, he learned that
their Xbox had been stolen. Two days later, that oﬃcer
replaced their Xbox and restored that family’s faith in
the justice system.
These are just some examples of how impactful
the Tactical Communication trainings have been in
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
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Bridges/Tactical Communication: Description of the Bridges Model
Philip DeVol, Creator, Getting Ahead in a Just-Gettin’-By World and
Coauthor, Bridges Out of Poverty, Bridges Across Every Divide

aha! Process, publisher of Bridges Out of Poverty and
other sector-specific books, is focused on innovative
professional development that helps communities,
institutions, and families in poverty build communities
where everyone can live well.
The Bridges model, based on Bridges Out of Poverty, is
being used in 48 states and eight countries. As soon as
the Romanian version is complete, there will be seven
languages available for use. The reentry programs
for felons emerging from prison are being adopted
statewide in three states, with other states having a more
piecemeal approach at this time.
Since 1999, communities have built collaboratives
that engage various sectors: business, childhood
development, corrections, courts, education, faith,
government,
health,
postsecondary
education,
philanthropy, police and other first responders, social
services, workforce development, and youth. Leaders
in these sectors use the books and trainings specific to
their discipline to improve relationships with the people
they serve and achieve better outcomes. These books
and trainings describe how the foundational concepts
are applied. Taken together, they are referred to as the
Bridges model.
The Bridges model provides the community with a
common language with which to systemically address
the complexities of poverty. Without this common
language, each organization and sector tends to operate
within a silo based on its perception of poverty and the
people they serve or work with who are in poverty.
People in poverty, middle class, and wealth also operate
out of silos. Since 1979, income inequality has grown
steadily in the U.S., leading to housing segregation by

class. Thus people in our communities don’t “know”
each other, which results in judgmental attitudes and
misunderstandings.
The Bridges model introduces people from poverty,
middle class, and wealth to the environments in which
others live. In the Bridges lexicon, these are called
mental models of class, and they provide new insights
and replace judgement and inaccurate perceptions
with understanding. Applying the new concepts at the
individual and organizational levels results in better
relationships and new ways of designing environments,
procedures, programs, and policies.
At the heart of the Bridges model are these concepts:
Understanding economic class diﬀerences

aha! Process oﬀers under-resourced people a series of
group learning experiences based on the book Getting
Ahead in a Just-Gettin’-By World that examine the
impact poverty has on them and their communities.
These groups of 12 and their facilitators are purposely
made up of people from diverse backgrounds, including
race, gender, ethnicity, age, able-bodied, and disabled
living experiences. Getting Ahead has expanded into a
series of workbooks, including one for returning citizens,
people entering the workplace, and first-generation lowincome college students. In this work, people in poverty
are recognized as the problem-solvers they are, rather
than “the problem.” Peer-reviewed published studies
show that Getting Ahead graduates are taking charge
of their lives, developing plans for a new “future story,”
and giving back to their communities. This brings
people from all classes to the decision-making tables
in the community and explains why Getting Ahead
graduates are called the “high octane fuel” in a Bridges
initiative.
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Middle class people attend Bridges Out of Poverty
workshops presented by national trainers or local
certified Bridges trainers. This is typically done in a
daylong workshop or a series of sessions. Community
leaders and elected oﬃcials often attend these sessions
or shorter workshops based on the book Bridges to
Sustainable Communities. Following sessions are
conducted by certified Bridges trainers to facilitate
the hard work of making changes in the environment,
procedures, and program designs to better serve underresourced people.
There are four causes of poverty

Research on poverty falls into four clusters: (1)
individual choices, behavior, and circumstances, (2)
conditions in the local community that determine how
easy or diﬃcult it is to get out of poverty, (3) the level
of exploitation from the street, the private sector, and
local municipalities faced by those in poverty, and (4)
political and economic structures. Conservatives tend
to stress the first: individual choices and behaviors.
Liberals tend to stress political and economic structures.
This lends itself to the either/or approach to poverty,
the default mode in the U.S. discourse. The Bridges
model provides a both/and approach, as in, “Poverty
is caused by both the choices of the poor and by the
political/economic structures. In addition, it is caused
by community conditions that fail to support upward
mobility and by exploitation that greases the rungs of
the ladder that people are trying to climb.”
The Bridges model honors the point of view of those on
the left and right and asks only that they expand their
approach to include all four causes of poverty. Informal
surveys of Bridges sites reveal that conservatives and
liberals work side by side to deliver the Bridges model
to their communities. Bridges communities report that
they are now intentional about addressing all four causes
of poverty when tackling barriers that people in poverty
face, such as predatory lenders. The same applies to
municipalities that treat low-income people as a source
of revenue with the fees and fines they impose.
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How poverty is defined leads directly to the
solutions that are proposed

For example, in the U.S., poverty is defined by income;
therefore, it follows that the solution is to increase
incomes. Granted, income is an important factor, but it
points to only one solution. The Bridges model defines
poverty as the degree to which an individual, institution,
or community has 11 resources. The resources are:
financial, emotional, mental/cognitive, language, social
capital, physical, spiritual, integrity and trust, motivation
and persistence, relationships and role models, and
knowledge of the hidden rules of economic class.
Individuals who use the Getting Ahead workbook
series do a self-assessment to identify their strengths
and weaknesses in each of the 11 resources. In this
strength-based approach, the participants use their
highest resources to build the resources that are low.
They also analyze the diﬀerence between getting-ahead
and getting-by resources. Getting-by resources simply
maintain a person in poverty. These are often resources
provided in the governmental safety net. For example,
subsidized housing, cash assistance, and Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits. As
important and necessary as getting-by resources are,
they are often based on income. All too often this leads
to the “cliﬀ eﬀect” of having the resources pulled back
just when stability is within reach.
Getting-ahead resources are those that will change a
person’s life and move them toward their goals and a
future story of their own choosing. Obvious examples
of these are education, work that pays a living wage,
and taking steps to become healthier.
In Bridges communities, it is considered unethical to
engage people in the Getting Ahead journey and not
support them as they build stability and resources. The
barriers they face are not just of their own making—for
which they are responsible—but many are imposed by
institutions, the community, and broader policies.
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In Bridges communities, it is not just people in poverty
who do this analysis; the institutions and the community
are encouraged to do it too. For example, the leadership
of The Society of St. Vincent de Paul, a national
program, did this critical thinking, and as a result, added
elements to their programming that made their work on
poverty more systemic.
In this way the Bridges model gives all levels in
the community a tool for determining the mix of
getting-by and getting-ahead resources

Organizations can evaluate the design of their programs.
Foundations, United Ways, and governmental entities
are in the business of managing grants and programs.
The question for them to answer is, “Does this program
maintain people in poverty, or does it help them get out
of poverty?”
An example of this is Section 8 housing, a vitally
important program that stabilizes family life. It is,
however, a getting-by resource because if you get a job
that pays “too much” you may no longer be eligible
for the program. This is the dreaded “benefit cliﬀ” that
causes the cliﬀ eﬀect. One woman who decided to “get
ahead” by taking a new job said, “The scariest thing
for me was moving from a shaky safety net to a shaky
ladder.” She was referring to the possibility that the new
job might not be there a year on. Habitat for Humanity,
on the other hand, is an example of a getting-ahead
resource. Why? Because Habitat for Humanity is a
wealth-creating mechanism. Eight years after helping
to build your home, you own it. It’s an asset. You are
getting ahead.
Knowledge of the hidden rules of class helps build
understanding between classes and helps people
in poverty navigate the systems they encounter

High degrees of inequality lead to housing segregation
by income and thus to people living in enclaves separated
from one another. According to the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
the U.S. has the highest income inequality of the other

seven countries that use Bridges and Getting Ahead. We
grow up learning the hidden rules of the class in which
we live; it’s “‘normal” to us. That does not prepare us
to navigate class systems or interact easily with people
from other classes. In Bridges communities, people
from all classes learn about the three sets of hidden
rules. This is particularly helpful for those in poverty
because school and work operate on the hidden rules of
the middle class. Knowledge of the hidden rules of all
three classes helps to replace critical judgements about
one another with a new understanding.
Knowledge of wealth-creating mechanisms and
the history of the making of the middle class gives
context to those working on poverty issues

In the U.S. we have had middle class farmers, followed
by a blue collar industrial middle class, and later a
white collar middle class. These forms of the middle
class were made possible by governmental investments
and policies and by the private sector. These forms of
wealth creation, it must be noted, were largely achieved
at the expense of and exclusion of people of color.
The challenge in this era is to invent wealth-creating
mechanisms that are available to people of color and
people in the bottom half of the economy and to prepare
them to participate more fully in the next iteration of the
middle class.
Leaders in Bridges communities such as Saginaw,
Michigan, Toledo, Ohio, and Muskogee, Oklahoma,
report that these foundational concepts did indeed
make it possible to engage people from all classes,
races, sectors, and political persuasions in the work of
improving police-community relations.
At this time, the call for improving community-police
relations has never been louder, more necessary, or more
fraught with complexities. Poverty issues are complex in
their own way, with many of the same underlying issues
at play that we see in community-police relationships.
Of the lessons we have learned, the one that stands out
above the others is what we call the law of attraction.
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The law of attraction: Bridges communities report that mandating people to adopt the ideas is often counterproductive.
What does work is to start with those who are attracted to the concepts and let them take the lead in applying the
concepts. In this way, local champions and experts will arise, and the results will attract others as they see the
benefits. The key question is: “Who is making the argument for change? The speaker or the learner?”
Enriching the learning environment: Independent learning is comfortable for middle class and wealthy students.
They are familiar with competing for college admission, for example. Working class and low-income students often
come from relationship-based worlds where they enjoy learning with others. When bringing people in the community
together with law enforcement oﬃcers, the Bridges model opens the door to learning and to building relationships
across the community-police line.
The Bridges model is typically introduced and developed in the following way:
Arrange with aha! Process to have a national trainer present the core ideas. Invite as many people as possible to a
full-day training, and follow up with them to discover who is interested in learning more and in applying the ideas.
Create a database so that not a single person who is attracted to the work is lost.
Develop a team of local certified trainers. The police department and all other interested organizations need in-house
trainers. Trainer certification is the core of transferring the expertise from aha! Process trainers to local experts. The
team will create critical mass by sharing the Bridges model as widely as possible.
Engage the whole community. The community-police partnership will be enhanced by having partner organizations
that use the Bridges model. While first responders use the Tactical Communication book and workshops, others can
use books and workshops specific to their sector.
Bridges Model by Sector and Associated Books and Trainings
Foundational

Bridges Out of Poverty, Getting Ahead in a Just-Gettin’-By World

Business

Workplace Stability, Hidden Rules of Class at Work, Getting Ahead in the Workplace
Bridges to Sustainable Communities
Getting Ahead While Getting Out
Tucker Signing Strategies for Reading
What Every Church Member Should Know About Poverty
Tactical Communication
Bridges to Health and Healthcare
A Framework for Understanding Poverty, Research-Based Strategies
Emotional Poverty
Bridges Across Every Divide

Community
Corrections
Early childhood
Faith
First responders
Healthcare
K–12 education
Mental health
Policy
development
Postsecondary
education
Youth
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Understanding and Engaging Under-Resourced Learners, Investigations into
Economic Class in America
The R Rules
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Build a Bridges community collaborative. By operating
above institutional silos, the collaborative acts as
clearinghouse for resources that people in poverty need,
a way to smooth out the experience of people in poverty
who go from agency to agency to get their needs met.
Each organization is encouraged to apply Bridges
concepts to make necessary changes in environment,
procedures, program designs, and policies to better
serve people in poverty and to get better outcomes. By
sharing innovations and best practices, they become a
learning community.
The learning community is made up of people from
all sectors, but just as importantly, by people from all
classes, races, and ethnicities who share the Bridges
language. This makes the work of the collaborative
relevant because it is local and because everyone has a
seat at the table.

In this setting, community problems can be identified
and discussed. The collaborative is a problem-solving
group, a group with the capacity to influence and
change policies. The goal here is to build a communitypolice partnership that reduces violence and improves
the quality of life. The Bridges model can be used to
engage many organizations and sectors to work with
first responders to improve police community relations.
Philip DeVol has been working on poverty issues since
1997. He is an author and coauthor of three books in
the Bridges series and four books in the Getting Ahead
series.

What Your Community, State, and Nation Can Do
Gene Krebs, Coauthor, Bridges Across Every Divide

Train your local elected oﬃcials, administrators, law
enforcement, and judicial system employees in Bridges
and Tactical Communication. Ask your local foundation,
United Way, faith community, or local government
to help pay for the training. Cost will vary slightly
depending on how many days or how specialized
the training, the number of trainers needed, plus the
location, but $800/person is a good guess, including
books and materials. We know this works, and while
there is a modest cost, and while local governments are
very hard pressed due to COVID-19, civil unrest is very
expensive in both the short term and the long term. Plus,
to put the matter very bluntly, riots seldom enhance a
political career.
Look to Ohio’s previous Healthier Buckeye program
for insight and as a model for your state. The program
funded Bridges models across Ohio, and while there

is no silver bullet for poverty, this program provided
some silver buckshot. It was locally led, organic, and
very disparate in approaches, as each community is
diﬀerent. County-based grants ranged from $85,000
to $950,000 to a multi-county eﬀort. Your state could
expand this program to include training for police
oﬃcers through their various professional associations.
In addition, training in Bridges for EMTs, mental health
professionals, substance abuse experts, and advocates
for the homeless could create an ad hoc group of
assistants for law enforcement.
As a general rule, have people from poverty sit on your
boards and commissions that study poverty and racism.
They may not have read Robert’s Rules of Order, but
their voices are the most authentic. If your community
has a Bridges eﬀort underway, contact them for names
of recent graduates of the Getting Ahead program. But

www.ahaprocess.com
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know this: For the white collar middle class, finding time
to attend a meeting is often part of their job description.
For a Getting Ahead graduate, it means taking time oﬀ
of work and, in many cases, finding childcare. Get their
employers involved, and make this part of their day job
on occasion, or meet in the evening.
Stop punishing people for being poor. The reason
Ferguson, Missouri, erupted in flames was only partly
due to the police shooting of Michael Brown. Longrunning tensions between the ruling elite of the city and
citizens in poverty were developed by using the citizenry
as a municipal ATM. Ferguson has little tax base and
found itself fining drivers heavily for minor infractions,
with jail time for cumulative unpaid fines. Muskogee,
Oklahoma, was generating $1.4 million/year from fees,
fines, and permits for water in a city of 40,000 people.
This is not the water bill; this is for hookups. Nationally,
ordinary meter water costs have increased by 80% in
the past decade. For the middle class who might move
four times as an adult, a hookup fee is a minor cost.
For the poor and working poor who move once a year,
this becomes a huge burden and source of resentment.
Muskogee fixed it, but it took time and all parties sitting
down at the decision-making table. The state needs
to limit the percentage of municipal budgets derived
from fines to 20%, as Missouri does now, but also to
incentivize “commute shed” revenue sharing. If the
state is going to help fund a new interchange or other
development, part of the revenue from the tax increment
financing needs to go the lower-income municipalities
nearby who will see job loss due to churning. In some
states this may require a change to their constitution.
In larger counties, your state should consider a pilot
program for Tactical Communication and de-escalation
training run through the state agency that holds
Community Development Block Grants, as they are
already familiar with community-based eﬀorts. Cost
would be about $125,000 for each large county for
one full-time law enforcement oﬃcer who is trained in
the relevant discipline, plus to pay for workbooks and
other training materials. Based on the experience in
Oklahoma, please include EMTs in the training.
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Recently, governors have called for increased training
for law enforcement oﬃcers; Germany requires 3½
years, for example. States should incorporate training
in de-escalation for all licensing for law enforcement
oﬃcers in their education. This should be included in
the initial schooling but also mandatory every year for
four hours.
All law enforcement training in Bridges and Tactical
Communication should also include several seats for
community leaders and ordinary people in the training
in the room with the police so that relationships are
formed.
It is important to remember that all aspects of law
enforcement need to be incorporated into this new
approach. The courts are an important arbiter of
relationships in the community, and recognizing this,
in 2009 the Ohio Supreme Court Chief Justice Tom
Moyer worked with Melissa Knopp to expand Bridges
training in several court jurisdictions. The results were
very positive, and this type of program needs to be
implemented in other states and expanded in Ohio. In
the Addendum you will find more information about
this program, including the reports of various courts on
their experiences in applying the Bridges model and the
value they observed. Melissa Knopp is also a lifetime
certified Bridges trainer and continues to use these
concepts with Stepping Up Ohio, which is a national
project sponsored by the Council of State Governments
Justice Center and the National Sheriﬀ’s Association
to reduce the number of persons with mental illness
in the county jail. In short, a holistic approach in law
enforcement, from patrol to judge to probation oﬃcer
to returning citizen, needs to be implemented; Bridges
has programs in all those venues.
In several urban communities, current residents feel
slighted as developers, in many cases using public tax
credits and direct funding, change the nature of the land
use with inadequate consultation or listening to the local
community. Cities should give preferential treatment to
developers who have been trained in Bridges concepts.
Developers, in turn, should help the local community
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create employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) or
worker cooperative ownership structures for businesses
located in the buildings they are creating. This helps
employ local folks in meaningful employment and
also in the types of businesses that will add value to
the building and neighborhood, such as grocery stores.
States and the federal government should change their
tax credit programs to better reflect the needs of the
local community and use Bridges as means to do so
by requiring a permitting process that mirrors what
Bridges does.
Land banks can be used to help, but make sure you
have a community advisory council, preferably made
up of Getting Ahead graduates, as they have the most
authentic voice. A new bipartisan bill before Congress,
the National Land Bank Network Act, would assist
the nation’s network of land banks before the coming
reality of the post-COVID universe hits; ask your
federal representatives to get behind this eﬀort, and ask
your U.S. senators to work on a Senate version.
Both the federal anti-poverty programs and the state
implementation of them can lead to the “benefit cliﬀ,”
as referenced earlier. This benefit cliﬀ is a source of
concern in many communities, and it drives people to
think the system itself is keeping them down. Reforms
and flexibilities need to be implemented to turn the cliﬀ
into a slope at the federal and state level. In fact, many
well-meaning programs, such as utility relief, in reality
are a source of anxiety to the poor and working poor and
should be restructured with the input of Getting Ahead
graduates. It is this anxiety, and the accompanying
sense of futility, that is a contributing force to unease in
many communities.

The race, class, and poverty gap in COVID is even
larger than initially believed; Bridges has people
trained in health issues, and they could be helpful in
many communities. This will send the message to lowincome communities that the rest of society actually
does care and will increase the credibility of the
community-police training. Concerns about unequal
health are a contributing factor to unease in many urban
communities; Bridges can help here also.
Involve your state attorney general in this eﬀort for
better training. They are nimbler than the federal
Department of Justice and have closer relationships to
local law enforcement, plus they often have subpoena
power to investigate certain problems. Many attorneys
general have sources of funding independent of the state
general fund due to legal settlements from corporations
who have harmed the citizenry; tap those sources.
If Bridges communities reading this are also doing work
in the area of Tactical Communication and implicit bias,
they should write a short cover letter explaining what
they do and then send this white paper to all their elected
oﬃcials at the local, state, and federal levels, along with
relevant law enforcement oﬃcials and others, including
funders. Ask for their help. If you don’t ask, you won’t
get it. If you do not yet oﬀer Tactical Communication
training in your community, contact Lynn Jackson,
Bridges engagement manager for aha! Process, whose
information is listed at the end of the white paper.
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Addendum: Articles and Videos of Interest
Saginaw and Bay City News

“Saginaw Police Chief Says Department Changed Its Policies and Culture After Milton Hall Shooting”
https://www.mlive.com/news/saginaw-bay-city/2020/06/saginaw-police-chief-says-department-changed-itspolicies-and-culture-after-milton-hall-shooting.html
Toledo Blade

“First Responders Learn How to Communicate with Diﬀerent Groups”
https://www.toledoblade.com/local/police-fire/2018/05/15/First-responders-learn-how-to-eﬀectively-communicatewith-diﬀerent-groups/stories/20180515152
aha! Process YouTube Channel

“Oﬃcer Angel Tucker on Tactical Communication”
https://youtu.be/45Kvyc0i5CA
The Guardian

“Revealed: Millions of Americans Can’t Aﬀord Water as Bills Rise 80% in a Decade”
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jun/23/millions-of-americans-cant-aﬀord-water-bills-rise
Governing

“Skyrocketing Court Fines Are Major Revenue Generator for Ferguson”
https://www.governing.com/topics/public-justice-safety/gov-ferguson-missouri-court-fines-budget.html
Governing

“How Cities Are Ending Unintentional Racial Discrimination”
https://www.governing.com/topics/mgmt/gov-racial-equity-center-social-inclusion.html
Bloomberg CityLab

“Can Land Banks Get Us Out of This Mess?”
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-15/how-coronavirus-makes-the-case-for-land-banks
Brookings Institution

“Race Gaps in COVID-19 Deaths Are Even Bigger Than They Appear”
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/06/16/race-gaps-in-covid-19-deaths-are-even-bigger-than-theyappear
Governing

“The Overlooked Potential of State AGs for Police Reform”
https://www.governing.com/now/The-Overlooked-Potential-of-State-AGs-for-Police-Reform.html
Governing

“The Need for Equitable Health Care Amid COVID-19”
https://www.governing.com/now/The-Need-for-Equitable-Health-Care-Amid-COVID-19.html
Reuters Investigates

“Thousands of U.S. Judges Who Broke Laws or Oaths Remained on the Bench”
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-judges-misconduct/
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Contact Information
Angel Tucker: atucker@oregonohio.org
Philip DeVol: (419)253-6002, phil.gettingahead@gmail.com
Michelle McGregor: mamcgregor1@gmail.com
Stephen MacDonald: smacdonald@nwoca.net
Treasure McKenzie: treasure@muskogeebridges.org
Melissa Knopp, Esq.: (614) 600-4791, knoppm@steppingupohio.org
Lynn Jackson: ljackson@ahaprocess.com
Gene Krebs: (513) 739-2412, ekkrebs@gmail.com

Addendums Attached
Bridge-ing a Juvenile Court
Bridges in the Courtroom
Defendants in the Courtroom
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These two articles are part of a series related to courts participating in the Supreme Court of Ohio’s Bridges Out of
Poverty Project. Working to integrate the concepts delineated in Bridges Out of Poverty into various court programs,
the overall goal of this project is to develop model court programs within a continuum to serve as learning sites for
Ohio communities. More information on Bridges Out of Poverty and the project will be forthcoming in future editions
of For the Record.

Bridge-ing A Juvenile Court
Administrative Judge Nick Kuntz
Chief Deputy Clerk Jennifer A. Petrella
Montgomery County Juvenile Court
This article’s title is not a typographical error! At an organization of over 400 employees, the Montgomery
County Juvenile Court has always been a community of collaboration, fostering new ideas to better serve our families.
Likewise, we recognize that the families we serve are not only those who come through our doors for services, but also
those who participate in the process as our employees. Becoming a Bridges’ Court has caused us to be more mindful
in not only how we interact and plan with our families, but also the relationships and strengths we foster among those
we work alongside each and every day.
As the judges became more versed in Bridges, it was easy to acknowledge that much of the court’s programming promoted its concepts, just under another name – such as “strength-based planning,” etc. Judge Nick Kuntz and
Judge Anthony Capizzi sent staff to attend general training that included Bridges, but then invited Phil DeVol of aha!
Process, Inc. to speak to the court leaders in a one-day training session. About a third of the Montgomery County
Juvenile Court family attended that day, and since then, another 100+ staff have been trained by their peers. It just
proves that the reality of Bridges’ success can come in many forms, not just in private companies or schools, but in
courts too! Where better, than a Juvenile Court, to build relationships resulting in respect for families and their decisions, while still holding persons legitimately accountable? How better, to begin building these bridges with staff so
that it will be part of their daily practice, in and outside the court house?

Bridges - Not a Project, A Way of Life....
The above tells you a bit of how we got started educating those at the Montgomery County Juvenile Court
about Bridges Out of Poverty concepts. It also points out that our participation is not just as judges, clerks, secretaries,
probation officers, etc.  ‘We are a reflection of those we serve’ and the expectation is to be people who demonstrate
these practices in our interactions with clients and co-workers. We can only expect respectful collaboration with our
public families, if we are respectful to those within our own.
Being a Bridges’ Court focuses us to 1) promote respect and build relationships within our organization as well
as with community agencies / partners and the people we serve; 2) remove our language barriers; and 3) bring the justice system to those in poverty. Bridges is not training that staff attends, it is the way we do business; and while peer
education continues on a monthly basis, Bridges concepts are used in program development and staff services every
single day.
The Montgomery County Juvenile Court is fortunate to be filled with creative minds on our front lines as well
as in the leadership team, but what is even more mind-blowing is that in this group of people, there are persons who
are so passionate about this work it continues to grow and disseminate beyond the organization.
Ohio Judicial Conference
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In the mechanics, Bridges is spreading via two tracks. Peer training occurs monthly, where the basics of
Bridges are taught along with examples of how the concepts are currently implemented. It is an opportunity for us to
be ‘cheerleaders’ talking about our successes, and it has fostered the development of new ideas and champions.
On the second track, the Advisory Committee supports in-court training, calendar usage and brings forth information from staff and clients in order to improve service. The Advisory Committee itself is a Bridges triumph!
For the first time in the history of the Montgomery County Juvenile Court, a committee was comprised of staff representing every single department, and at least half of its membership is line staff. Proposals are developed, typically
simple changes with no cost attached, and these ideas are forwarded to administration for an approval process. Upon
approval, they are shared with court leaders through the Directors and Managers meetings, and regular updates are
part of both the court and department update bulletins.  Court-wide staff participation has sparked ideas from a unified
calendar of events (non-court hearings) and a thank you project to customer service surveys and a scholarship program
for our youth (in development).
In addition to working collaboratively across department lines and with all of our families, some of the information gathering resulted in clarifying language of court brochures and forms for filing.  Times for staff work schedules were adapted when times for clients were expanded. With the size of the court and the numerous services we
offer, peer training at lunch or through monthly meetings was implemented and has further removed language barriers
building upon our interdependence.
In training it is stressed that regardless of our role at the court, we are advocates for those in poverty. We accomplish this by being respectful to all who walk through our doors, and by utilizing cooperative and collaborative
planning.  Our standards are not compromised, and families remain successful.  Just as importantly, we find that as
the Bridges’ concepts are maintained in our internal processes with staff, the positive outcomes flow-over to our community at large. There is much more work to do, but there is already great work that has been done!

Bridge-ing A River ValleyA Juvenile Court Perspective
Chief Probation Officer Wes Skeels
Mahoning County Juvenile Court
The Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center has been utilizing concepts similar to those of Bridges Out of
Poverty long before we had ever even heard of the Bridges’ coined phrase “aha.” The court did have our own “aha”
moment, however, when staff became aware of the Bridges Out of Poverty concepts, for at last a name and structure
could be attached to the philosophies the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center had related to so well.
In December of 2009, the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center sent a team of staff to Columbus to participate in a Bridges Out of Poverty train-the-trainer program. The four-day intensive training rejuvenated and challenged
the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center to look deeper into the real issues of poverty. Bridges Out of Poverty
explains that there are hidden “rules of poverty,” and by knowing these rules one can become more aware of the culture of poverty. This understanding leads into how to help individuals take on his or her own responsibility, combined
with community action, towards the responsibility to end poverty in their own life.
Continued on next page...
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After receiving the trainer certification, the team of the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center came back
and took action by training the entire Mahoning County Juvenile Court, including the detention center and school
staffs. Additionally, the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center has trained several community partners within Mahoning County. We continue to provide free training to those whom share our vision. The training sessions are hands
on and teach service providers the hidden “rules of poverty” and increase awareness of the culture of poverty. These
free training sessions are an effort towards our responsibility to help create a community that cares to end poverty.
The Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center did not stop there. Our judge, the Honorable Theresa Dellick,
challenged each department to come up with strategies that would help identify obstacles existing within our own Juvenile Court system. Each department held several meetings and came up with ethical internal strategies that would
help address the problems of poverty for those interacting with the court. As a result of the challenge, for example, the
Probation Department found a way to reduce the number of violations filed against youths by implementing graduated
sanctions at review hearings.  This has a direct positive impact on the financial burden attached to the families involved
with Juvenile Court.  For reducing the number of violations filed against the Probationer means the family does not
incur more fines and court costs on the official violation.  
The ideas generated by the meetings also led the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center to train several staff
as certified counselors for the Ohio Benefits Bank through the Ohio Association of Second Harvest Foodbanks, the
state’s largest charitable response to hunger and the lead non-profit agency implementing the Benefit Bank program
in Ohio. The creation of this service within the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center is a valuable tool to assist
fighting hunger and poverty.  This process allows individuals in the community to enroll directly for a wide array of
benefits while at the Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center, reducing stress for those in need by linking them to a
support system that can help in their day to day lives.
The Mahoning County Juvenile Justice Center is also part of a greater Bridges movement through Youngstown
State University’s countywide Bridges Out of Poverty steering committee. One action that stands out among the many
taken by this committee is a Community Action Poverty Simulation that took place in April of 2011 at the Jewish
Community Center in Youngstown. The Community Action Poverty Simulation provided participants with the opportunity to assume the role of a low-income family member living on a limited budget. The experience was divided
into four 15-minute sessions, each of which represented one week in which one must provide for the family and maintain the home. One participant commented, “This welfare simulation dramatically demonstrates how much time and
energy many families have to give just to survive from day to day. It dispels the myth that, “people would do fine if
they would only go out and get a job!”
As most people are aware, Youngstown and the entire Mahoning River Valley have experienced economic
hardship for a period of time much longer than most areas of the country. Generational poverty creates changes in
individuals and communities in ways unlike what most of general public understands.  It is difficult for those of us
who have not experienced this kind of long-term poverty to truly understand the situations that families actually living it experience every day – the decisions they have to make, and the fears and frustrations they feel. The Mahoning
County Juvenile Justice Center will continue to strive to identify the real issues facing our community so that we may
be able to continue to implement real solutions.
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We are always looking for interesting articles to print in For the Record. If you know of a good topic, are willing to write an
article, or if you participate in an association, committee, commission or other group covering important information
regarding the Ohio or national judicial system, please email Jennie Long at: Jennie.Long@sc.ohio.gov or Jeff Jablonka at:
Jeff.Jablonka@sc.ohio.gov to let us know. We will contact you for more information.
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